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• In 2013 a TB REACH Wave 2 project was awarded to ZAMBART in Zambia and tested the first AI product to read CXR images for outpatients at a clinic in Lusaka. (CAD4TB v1.08)

• The results were promising and AI for CXR could address several barriers to optimal TB care

• In 2014 Wave 3 projects in Pakistan (IRD) and Bangladesh (icddr,b) worked on large scale implementation of AI and CXR using v3 technology as part of private sector engagement strategies. Bangladesh published the first independent paper on AI results

• TB REACH projects in Tanzania, Nepal, and Cameroon also used CAD4TB in different screening approaches.

• WHO convened an expert group in 2016 to review data and decided there was not enough evidence to consider a recommendation.
TB REACH and Stop TB – Incubating Innovation

- IRD in Pakistan expanded AI use in large scale screening activities conducting 100,000s of screens.
- New software entered the market and in 2018 TB REACH conducted the first comparative study and first evaluation from multiple populations in Nepal and Cameroon. (Lunit, Qure.ai and Delft)
- New software performed significantly better than human radiologists
- WHO was conducting a review and update of the 2013 screening GL and FIND and Stop TB/TB REACH were asked to contribute to a review of AI solutions and data, leading to the first ever WHO recommendations on the use of AI for any disease in 2021 using three software.
- Stop TB published a review of 5 AI software packages in last year with icddr,b
- Another TB REACH grantee in Vietnam reviewed 12 algorithms later last year
TB REACH and Stop TB – Incubating Innovation

• Wave 6 and 7 TB REACH projects in Pakistan and Cambodia began to use ultra-portable x-ray devices for the first time for TB (and Covid-19)

• Based on the TB REACH experience with the ultra-portable x-rays, Stop TB and USAID developed an implementer guide for AI and the new machines

• The C19 RM from Global Fund led to an outpouring of support for the procurement of AI and ultra portable x-ray.

• This was not a donor driven initiative, it emerged from in country partners who identified a need, and potential tools

• TB REACH was able to support early implementation, evaluation and then was able to provide expertise on how to use the tools after WHO recommendations allowed for wide scale funding.

• TB REACH allows our partners chose the innovations. Not all are successful, but the early evaluations help de-risk other larger investments and impactful interventions can be scaled.
TB REACH Update

• Grant Agreement Development Process with Unitaid on a proposal with LSTM – (USD ~14m) expected to be signed in June to evaluate new screening and diagnostic tests (including UP-CXR and pooling) in 7 countries in coordination with FIND

• Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, 44% of Wave 7 grantees were able to increase notifications by 20% or more.

• Overall, TB notification in TB REACH supported areas dropped by only 5% compared to widespread reductions globally

• The Wave 7 documentation of work empowering women and girls is being completed

• Wave 8 grants on private sector engagement are ending shortly

• Wave 9 grants on improving DR-TB linkages to care, uptake of all oral regimens, and improving treatment outcomes are underway
Wave 10

- Supported by Global Affairs Canada, FCDO and USAID
- Launched on 31 March 2022, Wave 10 has two areas of focus
  - TB Preventative Treatment
  - Integrated Service Delivery
- Wave 10 is a two-stage application process and closed on May 11
- Will work closely with Global Fund mechanisms to link to sustainable interventions
- Countries were eligible based on criteria on Global Fund’s Strategic Initiative countries, WHO HBC, and USAID priority countries
- A separate call for proposals for M&E support is open now and closes 1 June
Wave 10 Initial Results

- 481 registered applicants from 34 countries
- After initial proposal screening, 209 applications will be reviewed by the Proposal Review Committee. USD 120 million in requests
- ISD Proposals include new approaches for TB screening with Covid-19, mental health, lung cancer, COPD, smoking cessation, diabetes, nutrition, MCH, vaccines and others
- Lots of interest to use CXR as a gateway for lung health and AI, new multiplexing diagnostic platforms for TB and other diseases, and GIS for targeting efforts
- TPT Proposals propose scaling up in children, adult contacts, 1HP, 3HP, evaluation of new tests for infection, and evaluations to inform country policy
Next steps for TB REACH

• Stage 1 decisions are expected in early July
• Final funding recommendations to the EC of the Board will be in September
• TB REACH partners closely involved with Unitaid project evaluating new diagnostic combinations in 2023
• Wave 9 projects will continue in 2022-23
• Working closely with Global Fund to ensure strong linkages with Wave 10 projects
• Fundraising – long term agreements

No funding commitment after Wave 10
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